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SUMMARY
An investipy,tionhas been conducted
tunnel to determine the static stability
fuselages having a relatively fI-atcross
ratio,
in the Langley free-flight
characteristics of several
section and a high fineness
The results showed that, at high angles of attack for flat fuselages
with the major cross+ ectional exis horizontal, the flat nose caused a
strong sidewash which caused these fuselages to be directionally stable for
the center of gravity considered, which was two4hirds the fuselage length
behind the nose. This sidewash also caused a ve?%ical.tail on these fuse-
* lages to be directionally destabilizing at small angles of sidesli.p.
131TRODUC~ON
l
Recently some proposed airplame designs have incor~rated fuselages
having a relatively flat cross section with the ma~or cross-sectional
axis horizontal. Information on which to base esthates of the
directional stability of such fuselages was not available. It seemed
that the flat nose section of the fuselage might cause the same t~ of
flow as that caused by the horizontal tail of a canard model previously
tested by the NACA (reference 1). The combination of the fuselage and
horizontal tail of this canard model was directionally unstable at low
angles of attaok, bti at high angles of attack the sidewash from the
horizontal tail caused an effective reversal in the direction of sid+
slip of the fuselage so that the ccxibinationwas directionally stable.
Since it was believed that the directional stability of the flat fuse-
lage might vary considerably with angle of attack, as was the case with
the canard model, an investigation was made in the Langley free-flfght
tunnel to determine the static stability characteristics of several
fuselage models having a relatively flat cross section. This
l
%upersedes recently declassified NACA RM L91(%a, 1949.
w
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investigation also included a determination of the effect of a canopy
and of several vertical and horizontal surfaces.
sYMBoIs
All forces and moments are referred to the stability axes which are
defined in figure 1. The symbols and coefficients used in the present
paper are:
wing area, square feet —
wing mean aerodynamic-chord, feet
wing span, feet
aspect ratio (b2/S)
()dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot *V2
airspeed, feet pr second
air density, slugs per cubic foot .—
4.
angle of attack of fuselage chord line, degrees
deflection of forward third of the fuselage (positive for nose- %
up deflection), degrees
,-
angl.eof sideslip, degrees . —
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of incidence of the horizontal tail, degrees
lift coefficient (Lift/qS)
drag coefficient (Drag/qS)
pitchin~ment coefficient (Pitching moment/q%-)
yawhg+uoment coefficient (Yawingmoment/@b)
rolling+mment coefficient (Rolling moment/qSb)
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lateral-foticecoefficient (hteral force/qS)
rate of chamge of lift coefficient with angle of attack per
de~ee (&@L)
cn~ rate of
slip
%$ rate of
slip
Cy
P
rate of
slip
change of yawin~nt coefficient with angle of side-
per degree (~n/bj3)
change of rolli~nt coefficient with angle of side ‘
per degree (ml 1~~)
change of lateral+orce coefficient with angle of side-
per degree (&Y/aj3)
APP~ AND TESTs u
t
Sketches of the models used in the in~estigation are presented in
figure 2. The geometric characteristics of the models are presented in
table T. For convenience in discussion, the models will be referred to
by the number designation shown in this table. Model 5 was slightly
~ larger than mcdels 1 to 3, and the force and moment coefficients for this
mdel were therefore corrected by multiplying the measured values by the
ratio of the volume of model 1 to the volume of model 5 so that they
*
would be directly cmuparable with those of models 1 to 3. The sketch
shown in figure 2 shows model > reduced to the same volume as model 1.
Force tests to determine the aerodynamic chamcteristics of the
models were made on the six-component balance in the Lemgley free-flight
tumnel. These facilities are described in references 2 amd 3. AU the
force tests were made at a dymhnic pressure of 4.093 pounds per square
foot which corresponds to a Reynolds nuniberof approximately 318,500
based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the ass~d wing.
Tests were made to determine the static longitudinal stability
characteristics of the fuselages alone and also with various fin configu-
rations. (See fig. 3.) The lateral stability characteristics of the
fuselages alone and with a horizontal tail and various vertical surfaces
added were determined in two ways. A general impression of the variation
of the lateral stability characteristics with angle of attack was obtained
by determining the static lateral-stability derivatives from the differ-
ence between the measurements of the force and moment coefficients in
tests at so and -5° yaw. In order to determine how well these stability
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derivatives represented the variation of the lateral-stability coefficients
with angle of yaw, the lateral-stability coefficients were determined from
tests over a range of yaw angle from 200 to -20° for three angles of attack. *
A survey of the flow around model 1 was made with streamers of string —
attached to the fuselage.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The presentation of the test results end the analysis of the data
-Ve been grouped into two main sections. The first section deals with
the static lateral and longitudinal stability characteristics of the
fuselages alone for which the flow survey and force-test tits are
presented b figures 4 to 8. The second section deals with the effect
of the canopy and the various horizontal and vertical tails and control
surfaces on the static lateral ad longitudinal ~a~ility and control
characteristics of-the models. The force-test data for these configu-
rations are presented in fi~es 9 to 16. The force and m~ent coeffi-
cients of all.the models were based on the dimensions of an arbitrarily —
chosen wing which is shown in dashed lines in figure 2. All the moment
data are referred to a point two-thirds the fuselage length behind the
nose of the fuselage. This point was chosen to represent the center-of-
gravity position for a tailless airplane having a fuselage such as those
tested. This center of gravity does not correspond to the center of *
gravity of a conventional airplane; therefore the data could not be used
directly for a conventional airplane configuration. u.
Fuselages Alone
Iateral stabilft~.-The results of force tests made to determine the
lateral stability characteristics of the fuselages alone are presented
in figures 5 to 7. These data show that at 0° angle of attack all of
the fuselages were unstable, as would be e~cted. As the angle of
attack was increased, the models which have their major cross-sectional
axis horizontal (models 1, 3, and 4) became increasingly stable -..
directionally, and at high angles of attack they became very stable. The
reason for this increase in directional stability with increase in angle
of attack is the unusual trend in side force. ‘Theresults of the flow
survey are presented in figure 4. These data show that the flow =ound
the model was normal at low angles of attack but that there was a
pronounced sidewash from the forward part of the fuselage which produced
an effective reversal of the direction of sideslip of most of the fuse-
lage at high angles of attack. This sidewash is similar to that obtained ‘
with the canard model .ofreference 1 where it was found that the horizon- ..
tal tail caused a strong sidewash over the fuselage which effectively b
reversed the direction of sideslip of most of the fuselage. Observation
“
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of the tufts on the top of the model in the present investigation indi-
cated that there was a reversal in the flow, while the tufts on the bot-
tom of the model lined up with the free-stream flow.
When the major cros~ectional axis of the flat fuselage was
vertical (model 2], the model became increasingly unsta%le as the angle
of attack was increased. Figures 5 and 6 also show that the lateral-
Porce coefficient became greater as the angle of attack was increased.
This increase in the lateral-force puameter ~y with increasing
B
angle of attack evidently results from the faot tkt the fuselage acts
as agawedti~ where 0° angle of attack of the fuselage corresponds
to 90 yaw of a wing and increasing angle of attack corresponds to
reducing the angle of yaw of a wing. Increasing the angle of attack of
the fuselage therefore results in an increase in -CY~ just as reducing
the angle of yaw of a wing results in an Increase in
c%
Since the
assumed center of gravity of this model is two-thirds the fuselage length
behind the nose, it is behind the center of pressure, and the increase
in -Cyp with an increase in angle of attack therefore results in a
decrease in CnP as the angle of attack is increased.
As shown in figures 5 and 6, the effective dihedral of the flat
fuselages is negative at high angles of attack when the major cross-
sectional axis is horizontal (models 1, 3, and 4) and is positive at high
angles of attack when the major cross+!ectional axis is vertical (model 2).
This difference in sign of the dihedral effect evidently results from
the difference in si~ of the lateral-force characteristics of the models.
Since the center of pressure is forward of the center of gravity, it Is
also above the center of gravity at positive angles of attack, so that
the lateral force has a pronounced effect on the effective dihedral of
the fuselages at hi@ angles of attack.
Since the inverse cember made model 3 directionally stable at a
lower angle of attack than model 1 (as shown fn figure 5), the nose of
model 3 was then deflected upward to determine whether the model could
be made more directionally stable at 0° angle of attack. The data
presented in figure 7 show that, when the forward 30 percent of the
fuselage was deflected upward so as to increase the negative camber, the
directional instability of model 3 was somewhat reduced at Oo angle of
attack. These data indicate, however, that the fuselage cannot be made
directionally stable at 0° angle of attack by increasing the ne@ive
canibera reasonable amount.
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M
~.-’lhe results of the force tests made to
determine the longitudinal stability characteristics of the fuselages
done are presented in figure 8. The data of this figure show that the K
lift and tiag of models 1, 3, and 4 are much higher than those of model 2
at high angles of attack. The higher drag results prtly from the fact
that the flat fuselages with the major cross-sectional axis horizontal
produce lift as lm+aspect-ratio wings (A 2 0.2) and consequently develop
high induced drag. The data of figure 8 slso show that the Btatic
longitudinal instability (as indicated by the slope of the pitching-
moment curve) increases with increase in angle of attack when the major
cross-+ectional axis is horizontal (fuselages 1, 3, and 4); whereas there
is essentially no change in static longitudinal stability with angle of
attack when the nm~or cross+ectional exis is vertical (fuselage 2).
This increase in longitudinal instability tith increase in angle of
attack for models 1, 3, and 4 results from the increase in slope of the
lift and drag curves with increase in angle of attack. The assumed
center of gravity of these models is well behind the center of pressme
so that the lift and drag have a pronounced.effect on the pitching
moment.
-—
Fuselages With Various Vertical and Horizontal Surfaces
Lateral stability and control.- The results of the force tests made
to determine the lateral stability and control characteristics of the a
models with various vertical surfaces ue presented in figures 9 to U..
The effectiveness of a normal verticsl tail on models 1 and 2 is
.
shown in figure 9 by the increments of the I-ateral-+tabilitycoefficients
contributed by the vertical tail over a range of angles of yaw from 20°
to -%!00. These data show that on model 1 the vertical tail gave
directionally destabilizing moments at smell angles of yaw where the
vertical tail was in the sldewash field produced by the flat nose of the
fuselage but provided directionally stabilizing moments at high angles of
yaw where the vertical tail was out of this sidewash field. On model 2,
the vertical tail gave a stabilizing moment throughout the angle-of-yaw
rsmge as would %e e~cted. The effect of dorsal and ventral fins on
the lateral.stability characteristics of model 4 sre presented in
figure 100 These fins had essentially no effect on the lateral stability
characteristics at small angles of yaw (except at CL= 320). This result
is similar to the effect of low-aswct-ratio dorsal. fins on conventional
fuselages. Figure I-1 shuws the effect of canopy locdion on the static
lateral-stability derivatives of model 4. The canopy had very little
effect on the characteristic of the model when the canopy was mounted
in the rear position (1.61 ft behind the nose of the model) except that
the directional stability and negative dihedral effect were slightly
higher at the high angles of attack. However, with the canopy in the .
forward position (0.34 ft behind the nose of the model) the directional
.
.
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stability of the model was considerably lower than that of the fuselage
alone. This result indicates that, when located in the forward position,
. the canopy interfered with the flow over the nose of the model and
thereby reduced the sidewash induced by the nose and decreased the
directional stability of the model.
The data presented in figures 12 and 13 show the effect of the ell-
movable horizontal tail at the nose on the lateti stability charac-
teristics of models 1 and 2. This tail was set at an angle of incidence
of 15° relstive to the fuselage center line. Previous NACA tests have
shown that a horizontal tail.of this type produces a strong sidewash in
a manner similar to that of the flat nose of models 1, 3, and 4. This
sidewash from the horizontal.tail caused the directional stability of
model 2 to increase with increasing angle of attack in a marmer similar
to that shown for the fuselage alone on models 1, 3, and 4. This hori-
zontal tail had no appreciable effect on the directional stability at
0° angle of attack. The data of figure 12 also indtcate that the sidewash
from the horizontal tail reinforced that from the nose of model 1 so
that the directional.stability of the model was greater with than without
the horizontal tail at high angles of attack. The horizontal tail also
caused model 1 to be stable at low angles of attack. Evidently the
I horizontal tail produced a sidewash over the fuselage at lowemgles of
attack which effectively reversed the direction of sideslip of the
fuselage so that the normally umstable moment of’the fuselage was
l directionally stabilizing in this case.
The effect of asymmetric horizontal fins 3 and 4 (model 1) in
* producing moments for lateral control is shown in figure 14. These data
show that fins 3 and ~ at the nose of the model produce rolling and
yawing moments and lateral foroes which increase as the angle of attack
increases. The magnitude of these moments and forces vsries almost
Urectlytith the size of the fin. Fin 5, which was mounted at the rear
of the fuselage not as a lateral control but to balance partially the
pitching moment of the forward fin, had essentially no effect on the
lateral forces and mcmmnts.
LoMitudinal stability.-The results of the force tests made to
determine the longitudinal stability characteristics of models 1 and 4
with various horizontal fins sre presented in figures 15 and 16,
respectively. As shown in figure la, the asymetric fins forward of the
center of gravity (fins 3 and 4), which were intended primrily as a
lateral+cmtrol device, caused an increase in the nose-up pitching
moment of the model. As would be expected, the fin behind the center of
gravity (fin 5} caused the nose-up pitching moment of model 1 with
fin 4 to become less. The pitching moment causedby the forward fins
(3 ad 4) iS WPro-tely proPorticmd to the Woduct of the fin area
. and moment arm. Based on the product of its srea and moment srm, however,
the rear fin is much less effective than the front fins, probably because
of the downwash from the fuselage over the rear fin. Figure 16 shows that
.
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the lo=swc-tio fins (fin 6) on the rear of model k cause the
static longitudinal instability of the model to became less.
CONCLUSIONS
An iuvesti-t ion ccmducted at the Langley free+tlight tunnel to
detemlne the static stability characteristics of several fuselages
having a relatively flat cross section and a high fineness ratio led to
the following conclusions:
.
1. At high angles of attack for the flat fuselages with the major
cross+ect ional axis horizontal, the flat nose caused a strong sidewash
which caused these fuselages to be directionally stable for the center
of gravity considered, which was twethirds the fuselage length behind
the nose.
2. The.sidewash also caused a verbical tail on these fuselages to
be directionally destabilizing at small angles of yaw.
3. A triangular-plan-form all-movable horizontal tail at 15° incidence
caused the ssme type of sidewash effect as the flat nose of the fuselage
with the ma$or cross+ectional axis horizontal. When the major axis of
the fuselage was horizontal, the sidewash frcznthe horizontal tail .
reinforced that from the nose of the fuselage so that the directional
stability of the fuselage was greater with than without the horizontal
tail. When the major cros=ectioml fxcisof the fuselage was verticel, w
the sidewash from the horizontal tail caused the directional stability
of the model to increase with increasing @e of attack so that it was
stable at high angles of attack.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., December 9, 1949.
.
“
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TABLE I
r
CE.ARAWERISTICS OF THE FUSELAGE MODEIS TESTED IN
THE IAN(XEY FRE&FLIGET TUNNEL
Wekw Cross section Plan form Side elevation
Length volume
(ft) (Cu ft)
1 Elliptical NACA 0014 NACA 0007 4.0 0.271.
2 Elliptical NACA 0007 NACA 0014 4.0 .271.
3 Elliptical NACA 0014 NACA 4407 inverted 4.0 .271
4 Elliptical (a) (a) 4.0 .447
5 Circular (b) (%) 6.38 .732 .
%!he forward 30 percent of the length of model 4 =s the S- as that Of .
model 1 and the rearward 70 Wrcent of the length was an elliptical
7
cylinder having the same cross section as the 30-~rcent station of
the fuselage.
‘Model 5 was a circula~ross-section fuselage having a fineness ratio
of 12.75 and the maximum d.ismeterat about the 47-percent station.
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Pitching moment I
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WIND DIRECTION
WIND DIRECTION Y
x
9
AZIMUTH REFERENCE
Y
F+z
system of axes. Arrows indicate positiveFigure 1.- The stability
directions of moments, forces, and control-surfaoe defl~ctions. This
system of exes is defined as an ca%hogmel systan having the origin
at the center of gravity and in which the Z-axis is in the plane of
symmetry and perpendicular to the relative wind, the X-axis is in
the plane of symme~ and perpendicular to the Z-exis, and the Y-axis
is perpendicul.erto the plsne of symmetry.
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Figure 2.- Two-view drawiQy of t* fuselage models.
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Figure 3.- VlewS of the f’ueelage models showing the vertical tail,
verticel fine, canopy, horizcmtel tail, end harizont~ fins.
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I’igure7.- Effect of deflecting the nose of model 3 on the lateral-
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Figure 9.- Increments of lateral-stability coefficients caused by mounting
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Figure LO.- Effect of dasal and ventral fins on the lateral stability
cheracteriatic~ of model 4*
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